
“ T H E  ‘MINISTER O F  .STATE.”“ , , 

THE kailyard has developed. another exponent- 
ope mor& unmerciful even than Mr.  Crockett-one 
w50 fakeys us farther north, and makes us read  about 
peop164hose native tongue was  Gaelic-the language 
Spokdri by ddam‘! 
I 4ii.thi’sbdok there is the inevitable’ peasant genius : 

@e., b’egiris as  a lierd ; the title of the book warns US of 
2 what  he is to become  before we have done  with him ; 

and the’Jeader‘s courage somewhat sinks, as the mass 
of cIos6ly printed pages shows what is before him. 
i t  takes very nearly a hundred and fifty of these pages 
to. get, Evan ,’ I(in1och’ out 6f his kailyard, which  is 
encouragjngry fuiriished. ivith a cruel ‘aunt,. a furious 
bull, and  a-savage, man-eating horse. Wq are also 
introduced to the equally ~inev’ltable  dominie-a 
priceless mine of  class,ics; occupying the humble post 

, of master of the village school:  Yet another regulation 
kailyard figure is forthcoming in the rough-diamond 
doctor,’ and we feel that we have all the propertiqs 
necessary to a romance of this well-known order. 

Evan takes every conceivable prize, exhibition, and 
scholarship at Edinbul‘gh ,and  at Oxford : reads for 
the bar, does a little journalism, gets noticed by a 
famous Q.C., is made z Judge, then Solicitor-General. 

The enunieratfon of these  things  takes  the whoIe 
book. The story has merit-great merit : but it is of 
a limited kind. In the ltailyard the writer is in his 
element, and some of the drunken scenes, ~n’ 
particular, are singularly -racy, and of the soil. 
But his  Oxford  is distressing, especially when 
Matthew Arnold and the late Master of Balliol 
appear on the  scene and begin to “talk tall.” And for 
the rest, the book, a5 a story, is ruined by the fact that 
Mr. Dudley, the millionaire, and his family, ,are so 
many puppets,’si’mply walking the stage  at the’$vill’of 
the author. The sprightly. Florence belongs to’ fhs r ,  
era of Charles Reade, and is a gag doll who totally 
fails to enlist our sympathies. When. Mr. Dudley, 

calls him by his Christian name and throws his 
who believes in Evan’s future, keeps him in the house, 

daughter at his  head, suddenly turns him out without 
potice because hefirids thattheinevitableishappening- 
we feel that  the ways of novelists are ‘p,ast finding out. 
When she calmly goes and marries the other man, 
we are not  astonished that Evan,  after a’ tfme, bears 
his” cross -with singular equanimity : bilt when,, very 
shortly aftqr the death of,.her husband, whom slte 
appears to have‘ loved, Evan renews his proposal to 
her, without so much as an allusion to  her past 
faithlessness to l~imself, we feel that these people can 
no’ longer be  accepted as belonging to the  same  order 
of things as ourselves : their motives are inexplicable,, 
and’they‘must, therefore cease to interest. There, is 
one strong Situation in the book-the hero, in his 
capacity as judke, has to try, and sentence Mr. Dudley 
and Florence’s husband  for fraud. Florence visits him 
to implore him.to give a lenient sentence. The author, 
does ‘not know what to do with this situation, and  it 
falls quite flat. 

,?h12 is al1,the more disappointing because the book 
has something about it all through, wlii’cli lifts it- above. 
the common. 
‘ -. ..The fiqest .. scene . is ,where the gentle  David finally 
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rebels against his son’s ill-treatment’ at  the  hands of 
his relations. Parts of this are very  ivell written. SO 
are some of the  scenes. between Evan  and  the 
inevitable dominie. But the tale is a chronicle, not a 
novel : and one wearies of the telegrams announcing 
Evan’s triumphs, after the arrival of the  third  or fourth, 
and  its effect upon the village lias been chronicled. 
Onethink$ ofthat immortal telegram in,,‘‘When a Man’s 

Rob has married the CoZooirleZ.” There’  is” nothing to 
Single j, : “ R O ~  has ntarriea‘ the Cofom$’~ CEau.@tw- 

bewilder, the Gaelic intellect in the messages which 
arrive in Evan’s birthplace. 
’ It Seems rather a cheap literary trick to describe the . 
two leading politicians of the,day  as Mr. Distoire and 
Mr. Gasten. It is one of the many  little touches which. 
seem to remind one of a bygone type of novelist in .Mr. 
Steuart’s work  :-as for example, the  description of a 
young society swell as a “perfumed gallant.” 

G. ,M. R. .~ ..’ 
aroeeing the Xiver. 
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In some  lone walk through sunburnt fields; 
By sandy path  and dusty road, 
Hast thou not cast thine eyes abroad, 
Seen  afar off a watered scene, 
A grove of deep‘and  tender  green, . 
And found a river f l b s  between i’ , 

There is a  stream whose waves divide 
Life  from the  shady shores beyond ; 
And we on this sad side are found, 
Toiling on sandy flats, I ween, . .  
Sighs our  one moisture, tears  are sheen , ’  ’ 

While the still river flows between. 
And yet, when our beloved rise 
To. gird them for the ford, and  pass 
From wilderness to  springing grass, 
From.barren waste to living green, 
We weep that they no more are  seen,. . 
And that the, river flows between. 
Ah, could  we  follow’ where they go 9 

And pierce the holy shade they find, 
One grief were  burs-to stay behind ! L 

One hope-to join  the Blest Unseen, 
TO plant our steps-where theirs have  been, 
And find.no.river+lows between 1 
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